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UNITEDSTATES
GENERAL
ACCOUNTING
OFFTCE
WASHINGTON,

MUMAN

D.C.

20548
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DlWSloW

MARCHx,7992

B-206607

The Honorable
United States

Alan

Cranston

Senate

117796

Dear Senator

Cranston:

Subject:

! VA Forfeiture
Decisions Highlight
the Need to
Strengthen
the Procedural Protections
Afforded
Filipino
Veterans and-m'eir
Su.rviwsrs Residing
in the Philippinegi .,+a..
(HRD-82-46)
Pursuant to your request as Chairman, Senate Committeeion
Veterans* Affairs,
we reviewed a S-year sample of Veterans
Administration
(VA) forfeiture
decisions
to determine whether
Filipino
veterans and their
survivors
were afforded procedural.
process.

due

Over the S-year period ended December 1980, VA rendered about
1,200 forfeiture
decisions
because of alleged fraud or treason.
Forfeiture
is an administrative
penalty that revokes entitlement
to gratuitous
benefits,
such as pension or disability
compensation
benefits,
which an individual
may be receiving
or would have received in the future.
Virtually
ail VA forfeitures
are based on
cases from the Philippines.
that Filipino
veterans
and
While it has not been established
their survivors
residing
in the Philippines
are entitled
to a constitutional
right
to due process,
VA acknowledges an obligation
to
afford
"all fundamental
fairness"
to such Filipinos.
Our review of past forfeiture
cases from the Philippines
shows that questionable
procedures and practices
have sometimes
resulted
in unfair
treatment.
For example:
(400479
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--Forfeiture
mara than

decisions
warde.not
timely,
taking
in some cases
2.years
after
benefit
payments
were stopped.

--Lettars
o'ffsring
personal
hearings
that
cauldl dia~claiurager requests
for
--In#uranc~
benefits,
withhsllid
to ofWait
offsets
*

contained
forfeiture

statements
hearings.

which are not gratuitous
benefits,
were
debtis without
prior
notification
of such

benefits
were suspended
quickly
ing prior
notification
and an opportunity
chargek leading
to forfeiture.

without
providto respond
to the

--Gratuitous

The timeliness
of forfeiture
decisions
has significantly
ix+
Further,
as a
proved aver the S-year period
ended December 1980.
result
of a 1980 U.S. Federal
Court review
of a case involving
a
Filipino's
discontinued
insurance
benefits,
expressed
congressional
cancern
over VA's handling
of that case, recent
legislation,
and
VA has revised
some procedures
our discussions
with VA officials,
and is in the process
of revising
others
which,
if properly
impleshould
improve
the treatment
of Filipino
veterans
and their
mented,
VA needs to do
However,
survivors
residing
in the Philippines.
more to meet its obligation
of "all
fundamental
fairness"
because
the following
exceptional
treatment
continues
in the Philippines:
--Permitting
dependent

certain
forfeiture
retview of case file

decisions
evidence.

without

an in-

--Dismissing
conflicting
evidence
involving
testimonial
information
not in support
of forfeiture
recommendations
without
documenting
the rationale
for such dismissal.
--Using
qualifications
on correspondence
relating
to personal
hearing
rights
and statements
having
a negative
connotation
relating
to hearing
rights
before
the Board of Veterans
Appeals.
to improve
the nature
and extent
to which Filipino
Accordingly,
veterans
and their
survivors
residing
in the Philippines
are afwe are recommending
to the Adminisforded
fundamental
fairness,
trator
of Veterans
Affairs
that certain
procedures
be revised
and
with VA's General
Counsel,
a determination
be made, in consultation
of the need for practices
unique
to the Philippines.
Our retview

is

discussed

in

detail

in

enclosure

I.
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As reaquesetrd by your office,
we did not obtain
written
comments from VA cm tha matters
discussed
in this
report.
However,
we discussed
theb rsport'ae
contents
with the responsible
officials
in VA's D@pafaent
of Vealtarans Benefits,
Office
of General
Counsel,
and Board af Veataxma Apparals, and have considered
their
comments
in prepming
this
report.
A's agreed with your office,
this
for gencarakl dirtrfkmtion.
Also,
Administrator
of Veetarana Affairs.
able

report
copies

Sincerely

Gregory
Director
Enclosurets

- 3

is being made availare being sent to the

yours,

J.

Ahart
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VA FORFEITURE DECISIONS HIGHLIGHT

THE'NEED

TO STRENGTHEN THE PROCEDURAL PROTECTIONS AFFORDED FILIPINO
VETERANS AND THEIR SURVIVORS RESIDING

IN THE PHILIPPINES

At the request
of Senator
Alan Cranston,
as Chairman of the
Senate Committee
on Veterans'
Affairs,
we reviewed
a representative
sample of all Veterans
Administration
(VA) forfeiture
decisions
FilipinOS
(residing
in
for the last
5 years to determine
whether
the Philippines)
were afforded
procedural
due process.
This
forfeiture
requested,
both past

report
addresses
the results
cases for the S-year period
our analysis
of questionable
and present.

of our review of Philippine
ended December 1980 and, as
procedures
and practices--

According
to the VA Acting
General
Counsel,
it has not been
established
that FilipinO
veterans
and their
survivors
l/ have a
Rather:
VA acconstitutional
right
to procedural
due process.
knowledges
an obligation
to afford
"all
fundamental
fairness"
to
such Filipinos.
Our review of past forfeiture
cases from the Philippines
shows
that questionable
procedures
and practices
have sometimes
resulted
in late 1980
Further,
a U.S. Court decision
in unfair
treatment.
was highly
critical
of a VA forfeiture
decision
and led to reinAlthough
VA has acted to imstatement
of a Filipino's
benefits.
prove the treatment
afforded
veterans
and their
survivors
in forfeiture cases,
it has not always met its obligation
of "all
fundamental
fairness"
because exceptional
treatment--which
is not fair
in some
in the Philippines.
cases and questionable
in other cases --continues
To afford
fundamental
fairness
to Filipino
we are recommending
that VA revise
survivors,
determine
the need for other practices
unique
(See p. 20.)

veterans
and their
certain
procedures
and
to the Philippines.

BACKGROUND
VA was established
in 1930 to administer
laws providing
benefits
for veterans
and to exercise
leadership
in the field
of vetTitle
38 of the United
States
Code (38 U.S.C.)
affairs.
erans'
and education
benefit
programs
authorizes
compensation,
pension,
which provide
financial
assistance
to veterans
and their
survivors.
38 U.S.C. provides
for life
insurance
coverage
for
In addition,
veterans.
&/As used in this
report,
the terms "Filipino"
and "veterans
and
generally
refer
to Filipino
nationals
residing
their
survivors"
in the Philippines
who are entitled
to VA benefits.
1
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VA's D~epartment of Veterana
Benefits
(DVB) administers
these
programs--which
comprised
$14.9 billion
of VA's $22.5 billion
appropriatian
&a fiscal
year 1981-- through
2 insurance
centers
and 58 regional
offlees,
including
the Manila
Regional
Office
(MRO)
in the Fhilippfnaaa.
Compensation
benefits
are available
to disabled
veterans
whose earning
capacity
has been impaired
due to military
service
and to surviving
%~pous'ee'~ children,
or dependent
parents
of vetmane who died frsm service-connected
causes.
Pension benefits
are available
to needy veterans
who are permanently
and totally
disabled
from non-~~rvice-connected
causes,
or who are age 65 or
older,
and to needy surviving
spouses and children
of veterans
who
died of non-service-related
causes.
Education
benefits
are availthe dependents
of veterans
who are totally
disl
able to vertterans,
abled as a result
of a service-connected
cause‘
or the survivors
of veterans
whose death was service
connected.
VA administers
five
life
insurance
programs which provide,
on behalf
of participating
veterans,
life
insurance
proceeds
to the beneficiaries
of
deceased veterans.
Compensation,
but not pension
and education,
benefits
and the
National
Service
Life
Insurance
(EJSLI) program--established
in
1940 to handle
the insurance
needs of World War II veterans--are
generally
available
to Filipinos
who served with,
but not in, the
U.S. Armed Forces primarily
during
World War II.
Compensation
benefits
for these veterans
and their
survivors
1/ are paid at
Filipinos
rates which are half
those payable
to American
vzterans.
who actually
served in the U.S. Armed Forces,
and their
survivors,
are entitled
to the full
range and rates of VA benefits
available
to American
veterans.
had an estimated
veteran
As of April
1981, the Philippines
population
of 472,000.
The number of Filipino
veterans
and survivors
receiving
monetary
benefits
from VA was about 52,000.
VA
disbursements
in the Philippines
for fiscal
year 1980 amounted to
$114 million
and were projected
at $115 million
for fiscal
year
1981.
VA forfeiture
the

Forfeiture
termination

authority
is an administrative
penalty
of entitlement
to gratuitous

that results
2,' benefits

in
which

A/While
education
benefits
are not available
to Filipino
veterans
who served with,
but not in, the U.S. Armed Forces,
such benefits
are available
to their
dependent
children.
" w
is used by VA and in this
report
to designate
those
2/"Gratuitous"
Most
insurance
benefits
VA benefits
that are not contractual.
are contractual.
2

+
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an individual
may be receiving
or would have received
in the future.
Forfeitures
a~ UmiteJtd by 38 U.S.C.
3503 to cases from foreign
countries,
and aU~%t al% VA forfeitures
are based on cases from
the Philippines.
Prior

to 1959, VA's authority
to declare
gratuitous
benefits
because of fraud,
treason,
or un-American
activities
included
residents
elf the United
States.
In 1959, with enactment
of Public
L,aw No. 86-222,
the Congress eliminated
VA's authority
to declare
forfeiture
with regard to individuals
residing
in the
United ‘States.
In cans'idering
thil
legislation,
both the Senate
Committee
on Finance
and the House Committee
on Veterans'
Affairs
emphasized
that
(1) there were adequate
penalties
for fraud avail-=
able under U.S. criminal
laws,
(2) VA forfeiture
decisions
had
been arbitrary
and inequitable,
(3) no other
Federal
program included
such a penalty,
and (4) forfeiture
of veterans'
benefits
was inherently
unfair
because of the wide variation
in amount of
benefits
potentially
subject
to forfeiture.
Thus since 1959, VA's
authority
ta declare
forfeiture
has been limited
to veterans
or
their
survivors
residing
outside
the United
States
and beyond the
reach of U.S. criminal
laws.

forfeited

Of approximately
1,200 forfeitures
declared
by VA in calendar
years 1976 through
1980, all but about 30 were cases from the
Philippines
-073 percent
were based on fraud and the remainder
on
treason.
In a previous
report
L/ we discussed
the disparity
between VA
benefits
and the prevailing
level
of income in the Philippines.
The report
related
this
disparity
to the many program abuses as
fol?.ows:
"Because the benefits
are so lucrative,
many abuses
of the programs
occur, such as fraudulent
claims
by widows,
adopting
and siring
illegitimate
children
to increase
benefits,
prolonging
illness
to extend
benefits,
and attending
school
for income.
The
availability
of false
documents
and the use of claims
fixers--individuals
who prepare
and submit claims
on
--contribute
to these abuses being
behalf
of claimants
widespread.
Since the programs
are administered
under
to curb these abuses."
u. s. laws, VA can do little
Officials
at VA's central
office
in Washington,
D.C., and
MRO confirmed
that these abuses still
occur and that the primary
cause is that VA benefits
continue
to be lucrative
in comparison
to the level
of income in the Philippines.
Administration
Benefits
Programs in the
Need Reassessment"
(HRD-78-26,
Jan. 18, 1978).

&/“Veterans

Philippines
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VA forfeiture
procedures,

policies,
and practices

The three VA organizations
responsible
for making determinations
regarding
forfeiture
of benefits
in cases from the Philippines
are NRO, the Compensation
and Pension Service
(CXPS), and the
Board of Veterans
Appeals
(WA]--C&BS
and BVA are located
at VA's
CWS has authority
for making
central
office
in Washington,
B.C.
for
forfeiture
decisions
recosxaended by MRO. BVA is responsible
reviewing
forfd.ture
decisions
appealed
by a veteran
or survivor.

be considered
generally
An MRC recommendation
that forfeiture
takes the form of an administrative
decision
approved
by the MRO
Zn fraud cases, for example,
this
decision
adjudication
officer.
requires
a detmmination
that the individual
knowingly
and intentionally
committed
a fraudulent
act which was material
to a claim
This determination
is generally
supported
by one or
for benefits.
more field
examinations
conducted
by MRO.
before
recommending
forfeiCurrent
procedures
require
that,
ture to C&PS, the veteran
or survivor
be notified
by MRO of the
charge along with a statement
of the evidence
supporting
the
charge.
At the time of notification,
the veteran
or survivor
is
given 60 days to request
a hearing,
submit additional
evidence,
or
provide
a statement
of denial
of the charge and is informed
that
depending
on any additional
new
any benefits
being paid couldr
If a hearing
be suspended at the end of that period.
evidence,
is held,
evidence
submitted,
or a denial
received,
a determination
is made whether
the additional
information
warrants
a change in
the recommendation
and
Otherwise,
the forfeiture
recommendation.
containing
supporting
evidence,
are
forusually
the case file,
warded to CXPS at the end of the 60-day period
and, at that time,
any benefits
being paid are suspended.
In those cases where forfeiture
is declared,
C&PS prepares
a
the veteran
or survivor
is notified
of the forwritten
decision,
Any veteran
or
feiture
and informed
of the right
to disagree.
survivor
who disagrees
with a forfeiture
decision
is provided
a
detailed
statement
of the case and the necessary
form to file
an
appeal.
veterans
or survivors
have the right,
within
1 year from
to initiate
an appeal with BVA
of a forfeiture
decision,
BVA has the authority
in reviewing
a
and challenge
the decision.
forfeiture
decision
to overturn
it,
to affirm
it,
or to remand the
Except for certain
determinations
case for further
development.
which
can
be
reviewed
by a U.S.
affecting
insurance
benefits,
reconsideraHowever,
BVA decisions
are generally
final.
Court,
tion of a BVA decision
may be accorded
under certain
circumstances,
including
an allegation
of error
in fact or law, or an administrative
review
authorized
by the Chairman of the WA.
All

the date
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SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this
review was to assess VA Philippine
forfeiture
decisions
by reviewing
case files
to determine
the occurrence of questionable
procedures
and practices
similar
to those
cited
in the Ble Magna caste-- a recent
case involving
VA insurance
benefits
in which a U.S. Court of Appeals was highly
critical
of
a VA Philippine
forfeiture
decision.
A/

Becauss VA forfeitures
are limited
to cases from foreign
countries,
and ths Philippines
is the only foreign
country in
which VA administers
comprehensive
benefits
programs,
most forfeiture cases are from the Philippines.
We sampled MRO forfeiture
case files
for decisions
made during
1976 through
1980.
We did
not review
files
where a decision
was made that the individual
had
not forfeited
his right
to VA benefits.
In addition,
we excluded
forfeiture
decisions
made in 1981 to avoid problems
in locating
files--under
current
procedures,
files
transferred
to CbPS from MRO
are held for 90 days after
a forfeiture
decision
in case a notice
of disagreement
is filed.
These files
would not have been available for review in MRO at the start
of our fieldwork
in March 1981.
Our r'andom sample of 100 cases was based on an MRO listing
of 927 forfeitures
for the S-year period
ended December 1980.
This sample gave us the capability
to estimate
attributes
of the
927 case universe
with a maximum sampling
error
of 12 percent
at
Although
C&PS records showed
the 950percent
confidence
level.
1,247 forfeitures
during
our sample period,
the only listing
by
of
name and file
number was that provided
by MRO. The difference
320 forfeitures
between the MRO and C&PS listings
was primarily
the result
of an MRO practice
of not listing
C&PS forfeiture
decisions
in those instances
where the case file
was not submitted
In addition,
VA estimates
that there were
to CSCPS. (See p. 19.)
about 30 cases included
in the C&PS listing
which came from countries
other
than the Philippines.
Because the de Maqno case involved
the withholding
of NSLI
of another
VA benefit,
we
benefits
to offset
an overpayment
reviewed---- in addition
to our sample-16
case files
available
in MRO where NSLI benefits
were similarly
withheld.
We examined VA forfeiture
policies,
regulations,
and related
correspondence
and interviewed
officials
MRO, C&PS, BVA, Washington
Office
of General
Counsel,
and Philadelphia
insurance
center.
office,

procedures,
of VA's
regional

We performed
"Standards
Activities,

l/de

our review
in accordance
with GAO's current
for Audit of Governmental
Organizations,
Programs,
and Functions."

Maqno-v.

United

States,

636 F. 2d 714 (D.C.
5

Cir.

1980).

.
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VA HAS HClT AFFCPDED FUWDAMENTAL
FAIRHESS IW FQRFEITURE DECISIONS
FROM THE PBIhIPPIEJE~S
According
to the VA Acting
General
Counsel,
it has not been
established
that Filipino
veterans
and their
survivors
residing
in
the Philippines
havas a constitutional
right
to due process.
However, VA maintains
that it is obligated
to afford
'"all fundamental
In response
to our May 1, 1981,
fairness"
to such Filipinos.
information
concerning
VA forfeiletter
(see enc. IL) requesting
the VA Acting
General
Counsel responded
on May 19,
ture procedures,
1981 (see enc. III),
as follows:
'*

* * If

your

question
is whether
it
[right
to due process]
although
prediction
is that it would,
is not a settled
question."

a 5th amendment

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

precisely

"We
have found no court decisions
*
involving
nonresident
aliens
I.e.,
benefit
context.
* * *"
*

would withstand
challenge,
our
we concede this

in
*

the

in point,
gratuitous

*

"We do not consider
the current
practices
[relating
to
Filipino
forfeitures]
to be either
controlled
by the
5th amendment or deficient
when measured against
it.
as an agency with a benevolent
mission,
We do, however,
acknowledge
an obligation
to afford
our beneficiaries
all fundamental
fairness.
* * *II
contractual
decision --involving
A recent
U.S. Court of Appeals
--was highly
critical
of a VA forfeiture
deciVA insurance
benefits
sion and prompted
reinstatement
of a Filipino's
benefits
previously
our review of past forfeiture
cases from
Further,
denied by VA.
the Philippines
shows that questionable
procedures
and practices
Although
VA has acted to improve
have resulted
in unfair
treatment.
the treatment
afforded
veterans
and their
survivors
in forfeiture
it still
permits
exceptional
treatment=-which
is not fair
cases,
Filipino
veterans
cases --to
in some cases and questionable
in other
VA
needs
to
change
some
procedures
and
deterand their
survivors.
mine the need for other practices
unique to the Philippines.
VA forfesiture
recent
Federal
Mrs.

decision
subject
Court review

of a

resident
of the
who died in a prisoner
the U.S. Armed Forces.
benefits
on the basis

Magno, a ,7G-year-old

the widow of
World War II,
forfeited
her

a

Filipino
while
in
gratuitous

6

Philippines,
was
of war camp during
VA ruled
that she
.
of fraud.
The
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decision
was appealed
to BVA but the forfeiture
was upheld.
Mrs.. Magno then turned
for relief
to a U.S. District
Court,
seeking to have her insurance
benefits
resumed and the forfeiture
removed.
In January
3.981, the eourt approved
a settlement
between
her and VA which restored
Mrs. Magno's benefits.
In December 1973, Mrs. Magno's gratuitous
VA benefits-consisting
of monthly
compensation
payments--had
been suspended
on the basis Q,E fraud because MRO contended
that she knowingly
gave false
testimony
in support
of another
individual's
claim
for
VA benefits.
Mrs. Magno was also receiving
an annuity
from her
husband's
NSLI policy,
which was not subject
to the forfeiture.
her gratuitous
benefits
In September
1974 --10 months after
had been suspended--VA
notified
Mrs. Magno of the charge against
The charge letter,
howto a hearing.
her as well as her right
ever,
contained
the following
postscript:
"If you have no new evidence
to present,
either
written
a hearing
will
serve no useful
puror by witnes'ares,
pose.
You may submit written
statements
which will
be
given the same weight
as if given at a hearing.".
While Mrs. Magno did not request
a hearing,
she filed
an affidavit
of disagreement.
After
a field
investigation,
MRO transmitted
Mrs. Magna's file
with a forfeiture
recommendation
to C&P'S in
June 1975.
2-l/2
years after
her gratuitous
beneIn April
1976 --almost
fit
payments had been suspended--C&PS
declared
Mrs. Magno's compensation
benefit
to have been forfeited
at the time of the fraudulent
Since these benefit
payments--made
from the
act in September
1972.
time of the fraudulent
act to the date of suspension--represented
an overpayment,
VA decided
to withhold
Mrs. Magno's NSLI annuity
Mrs. Magno filed
payments
as an offset
against
the overpayment.
an appeal with BVA but the forfeiture
decision
was upheld in
December 1977.
for relief
to the U.S. District
Court
Mrs. Magno then turned
seeking
to have her insurance
benefor the District
of Columbia,
While the District
fits
reinstated
and the forfeiture
removed.
Court held that it lacked
jurisdiction
over both the underlying
forfeiture
decision
and the offset
of insurance
benefits,
the
U.S. Court of Appeals
for the District
of Columbia
Circuit
held,
granted
the
in September
1980, that the Congress specifically
district
courts
jurisdiction
to hear cases relating
to NSLI
in making its decision
Further,
the Court of Appeals,
matters.
stated:

7
,,",,i..,.'.

/ -,.:,': ‘,*";;":",,L
.,,.
‘i., ,,.:3,?'.,
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"We have mad and reread the administrative
record
and the briefs
of the parties,
and confess
ourselves
rayetifieatd
at the action
taken by the VA in this
case.
Either
thea VA isa withholding,
both from us and from
de Magna [Mrs. Niagno] all evidence
which would justify
its conduck,
or this wzn
has been the victim
of
wholly
arbitrary
adminfstratfve
ineptitude,
leaving
her impoverished
for nearly
four years."
On January
5, 1981, the U.S. District
Court for the District
of Columbia,
pursuant
to an agreement
between the parties,
ordered
Mrs. Magno be paid $23,848
in benefits
previously
withheld
and her
right
to future
benefits
restored.
While VA has
fundamental
improvements
but more is

not consistently
afforded
fairness
in the past,
have been made,
needed

Our review of (1) forfeiture
decision
cases for 1976-80 and
(2) available
cases where insurance
benefits
were used to offset
a debt disclosed
procedures
and practices
which were inconsistent
with fund&mentally
fair
treatment:
--Forfeiture

decisions

--Notification
from seeking

were

always

timely.

letters
could have discouraged
a forfeiture
hearing.

--Correspondence
regarding
couraged
such hearings.

.

not

hearings

on appeals

some individuals
may have

--Gratuitous
benefits
and an opportunity

were suspended without
prior
to respond to the forfeiture

--Insurance
benefits
prior
notification.

were withheld

to

offset

a debt

dis-

notice
charge.
without

--Documented
evaluations
were not made of why testimonial
evidence
not supporting
forfeiture
decisions
was dismissed
while
supporting
testimonial
or other evidence
was accepted.
--Forfeiture
dependent

decisions
review of

were sometimes
made without
an inthe evidence
in the case files.

VA officials
believe
that the excessive
delays we identified
resulted
from the large number of forfeitures
processed
during
the 19708, and that this processing
time has now been reduced.
We' found that processing
time has consistently
improved
over
the 5-year period
ended December 1980.

I
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As a direct
result
of the court decision
in the de Magno
congressional
concern over VA's handling
of Mrs. Magna's
and recent
legislation,
forfeiture
procedures
have
forfeiturs,
For &ample,
fnbeen or are in the procsss
of being revised.
structions
were revised to provide
individuals
a statement
of the
charge against
them and 60 days to respond before
benefits
are
suspended.
Also, notiffcation
letters
will
no longer
contain
the
postscript
which could have discouraged
individuals
from seeking
In addition,
conflicting
instructions
were revised
a hearing.
when we brought
them to the attention
of VA officials.

case,

However,
more can be done to strengthen
the procedural
protections
afforded
Filipino
veterans
and their
survivors.
For
to Filipinos
regarding
hearings
on
example,
VA correspondence
appeals
before
WA still
contains
statements
that could be misinterpreted
as an attempt
to discourage
such individuals
from
a
procedure
still
Also,
exercising
their
right
to a hearing.
which permits
making forfeiture
decisions
without
an inexists
dependent
review of the evidence
in case files.
Improvements
have been made to
reduce excessive
delays
in
processing
forfeiture
decisions
In the de Maqno case, C&PS took 10 months to render a forfeiture decision
after
the case file
and recommendation
were forof the cases we reviewed,
C&PS
warded from MRO. In 31 percent
Further,
required
more than 1 year to reach a forfeiture
decision.
14 percent
of the cases reviewed
took more than 2 years from the
time MRO submitted
the case file
to the date of C&F%' decision.
In the Acting
General
Counsel's
letter
of May 19, 1981, he said:
"We are advised
by the Compensation
and Pension Service that the sometimes
lengthy
delays
in adjudication
of forfeiture
cases which occurred
in the mid-1970's
Determinations
are
* * * is now a thing
of the past.
now made in Central
Office
CCXPS] within
a very few
Because benefits
are under suspenmonths of receipt.
sion until
a favorable
decision
is made, the VA does
acknowledge
an obligation
to complete
review
in a
and is committed
to this
end."
timely
fashion,
Of the 927 forfeiture
decisions
in our universe,
the number
of cases decreased
from 414 and 354 in calendar
years 1976 and
After
eliminating
to 46 cases in 1980.
1977, respectively,
two cases (these are discussed
below)
from the analysis,
the
average number of months for C&PS to issue a decision
decreased
from 14 months for cases decided
in 1976 to 2 months for cases
decided
during
calendar
years 1979 and 1980.

I,
II,
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The two cases

eliminated

followst

from

our

figures

exceeded

4 years

as

--CIEPS intentionally
delayed
a forfeiture
decision
for
52 months beeau@me the beneficiary
was' b'elimmd
to be
responsible
for several
other
fraudulent
claims.
MRQ
suspenc%d a $150 monthly
pension
in January 1973, recommended &xfefture,
and forwarded
the file
to C&W in
September
1973.
The forfeiture
decision
was finally
issued
kmu January
1978.

was
filer
forwarded
by MRO for forfeiture
consideration
lost by C&BS' and 68 months elapsed
before
the decision
In Octob'er 1973, the claimant
s'ubmitted,
in
support
of his claim for service-connected
disability,
X-rays
which were later
found to be fraudulent.
MRO recommended forfeiture
and forwarded
the file
to ChFS in November
1974.
In June 1979, MRO followed
up on the file
and found
CbPS attributed
the loss to an emit had been misplacedployee
who was subsequently
discharged.
The forfeiture
was
declared
in July 1980.

--A

was

issued

l

The excessive
delays
in one of the above two cases would appear
to be attributable
to inadequate
case file
control
by both MRO and
C&PS. The intentional
delay of a forfeiture
decision
for 52 months,
while
inconsistent
with VA's obligation
to afford
"all
fundamental
fairness"
and to provide
a complete
review
in a timely
fashion,
does not appear to be a typical
occurrence.
Further,
we believe
the 2-month average to make a forfeiture
decision
in 1980 is a significant
improvement
over the 140month average
in 1976.
Also,
a
VA official
said that improved
C&PS forfeiture
file
controls
were
implemented
in October
1980.

In June 1981, we found in our sample a case where an appeal
of a forfeiture
decision
had not been submitted
to BVA 4 years
after
being initiated
by the appellant.
According
to the MRO
adjudication
officer,
C&PS must have inadvertently
returned
the
file
to MRO instead
of sending
it to BVA. After
bringing
this
to the attention
of VA officials,
the file
was submitted
to BVA
through
ChPS and the appellant
was notified
in August 1981 that a
review was being scheduled.
In December the case was reviewed by
BVA and remanded to MRO for redevelopment
of the evidence
presented.

”

.
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Negative
lettera
which could discourage
requests
fcr persSQnmal hearinqs
have been
toned dm,
but more could be done
The postscript
used Qn Mrs. Magna's charge letter
(see p. 7)
was used in 99 of the 100 cases in our sample--the
one individual
who did not receive the pdstscripted
charge letter
both requested
and received
a hearing.
Qf the remaining
99 individuals,
9 initially
requested
a hearing,
and only 5 of them ultimately
obtained
it.

Of the nine individuals
who received
the postscripted
charge
two obtained
hearings
based
a hearing,
letter
and also requested
on those requests.
The other
seven received
an additional
letter-The additional
with similar
negative
connotations
toward a hearing.
letters
included
paragraphs
identical
or similar
to either
or bath
of the following:
"Hearings
are not necessary
and if you have no new
or argument to present,
either
written
or by
evidence
All evidence
testimony,
will
serve no useful
purpose.
of record,
including
any statements
or affidavits
submitted
by you or in your behalf,
receive
the same
thorough
consideration
whether
or not a hearing
is
held."
"If you still
desire
a personal
hearing
under these
conditions,
please
notify
this
agency and we will
schedule
your hearing
at the earliest
date."
(Another
paragraph
advised
the individual
that the
hearing
would be conducted
in Manila,
in rooms
expenses-provided
by VA, and that all other
transportation,
lodging,
food--could
not be paid
by VA.)
Of the seven individuals
who received
the second letter,
only
In two of these seven letters,
three ultimately
obtained
a hearing.
the second paragraph
above also scheduled
a date for the hearing
In the other
five cases,
and in both cases a hearing
was held.
the second paragraph
was as shown above and required
the individual
Only one of these into submit another
request
for a hearing.
dividuals
subsequently
requested
and obtained
the hearing.
As previously
mentioned,
Mrs. Magno was charged with providing
We refalse
terstimany
in support
of another
individual's
claim.
viewed the case file
of the other individual,
who also forfeited
her benefits,
in addition
to the postscripted
and found that,
she ,received
a second letter
from MRO in response
charge letter,
to her initial
request
for a hearing
as follows:
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"Hearings
~kre not necessary
and should not bhl requested
unlese yomu intsnd
to make a personal
appearance
before
a hearing
iagiekncy in Manila at your own expense.
All
the evidmce
of record,
including
any statement
or
affidavit
suIm&tt@d by you or on your behalf,
receive
the same thorough
consideration
whether
or not a hearing is held.
19 a hmming
isc requested,
review will
neceamarily
bet delayetd pending
completion
of arrangements and othcsr action
required
in connection
with a
personal
appearance."
"If you wish to submit
further
statements
and/or
affidavits,
yau my do so by mail.
If you still
desire
a
personal
hearing,
please
let us know.
If we do not
hear from you within
thirty
days from the date of this
letter,
the records
in your case will
be referred
to
the
Director,
CompensBation and Pension Service,
Washington,
D.C. far decision."
In response
to her second request
for a hearing,
the individual
received
still
another
letter
with statements
similar
to those
contained
in the paragraphs
on the preceding
page, except the
second paragraph
also scheduled
a hearing
date.
In this
case,
the individual
received
three
letters
with negative
connotations
toward a hearing
before
one was held.
In our view, the negative
connotation
of the postscripted
charge letter
followed
by additional
letters
containing
similar
negative
statements
demonstrates
a practice
which could have discouraged
an individual
from pursuing
the right
to a hearing.
VA
officials
in Washington,
D.C., told
us that no qualification
on
forfeiture
or any other hearing
rights
was used on correspondence
to veterans
or their
survivors
in countries
other
than the PhilipThe adjudication
officer
in MRO said that the postscript
pines.
on the charge letters
was used only on correspondence
for Philippine forfeiture
cases --it
was not used on letters
notifying
individuals
of their
right
to a hearing
for nonforfeiture
matters.
The MRO adjudication
officer
also told us that the additional
letters
are no longer
used.
Of the cases we reviewed,
we found no
instance
where the additional
letters
were used after
April
1977.
In addition,
the postscript
used on the charge letters
was revised
in April
1981 as a result
of the de Magno court
decision
and congressional
concern over VA's handling
of that case.
the

VA's Acting
General
postscript
as follows:

Counsel

explained

the

basis

for

using
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"This additian
[tM
postscript]
was intended'to
dispel
confusion
which had arisen
among some Filfpin~,
who
misultlrder@t~o& that oIfering
of a right
to a haParing as
either
deatmXingr tfebquired attendance
or at least
su;ggesting
that it would be in their
interest
to attend
(regardless
af whether they had new evidence
to submit).
It waste foiund that many claimants
requested
hearings
appearances unnecessarily
at considerable
and antered
pcrarsonak errrpcanse and inconvenience,
When the language
chosscn to rectify
the problem was brought
to the Chief
Director's
attention,
a decision
waas made
Benefite
that,
in view of its potential
chilling
effect,
it
should no longer
be used.
A substituted
phrase,
which
makes clear
that VA does not require
a hearing
for its
determination
and is not authorized
to reimburse
for
travel
expens~esI is now in use.
"We da not consider
any confusion
resulting
from the
discontinued
language
(and we have no empirical
knowlof a breach of
edge that any did) to have been a result
VA regulations
regarding
the availability
of hearings."
The Deputy Chief Benefits
Director,
in a March 1981 directive
to change the postscript,
however,
had described
it as inappropriate
and having
‘a negative
connotation."
He believed
the postscript
could "be misinterpreted
as an attempt
to discourage
a
claimant
from exercising
the very valuable
procedural
right
to a
hearing."
While MRO complied
with the March 1981 directive
and deleted
the postscript
from the charge letter,
the revised
letter
continues
to emphasize
the submission
of written
evidence
as a less expensive
and equal alternative
to a personal
hearing
as underscored
below:
"You have a right
to a hearing
within
the 600day
period,
with representation
by counsel,
if desired.
Such hearings
are for the purpose of receiving
contentions,
oral arguments
and testimony
and may be
held before
the Director,
Campensation
and Pension
Service,
qualified
perWashington,
D.C., or before
sonnel of the Veterans
Administration
Regional
Office,
Manila.
Expenses incurred
by you, your counsel,
or
your witnesses
incident
to attendance
at a hearing
will
not be paid by the United
States
Government.
If
you d=ot
desire
to incur
the expenses of a hearing
but prefer
ta mail us your written
statement
together
the written
evidence
will
be
with any other evidence,
given equal weight
to that presented
in a hearing.
If you desire
,a-hearing
you may make arrangements
by
writing
to this
office
and you will
be advised
of a
(underscoring
added)
date and time to report."
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forfeiture
do not

charge
contain

letters
involving
residents
of
the above emphasis,
but rather
the

"You have the right
to submit a statement
or evidence
within
sixty
(60) days from the date of this
letter,
to rebut the charges or to explain
your
position.
Also,
within
the sixty
day period
you have the right
of a hearing
upon the charges.
You may be represented
by counsel
and present
evidence
and witnesses'
in your
behalf.
EQ expense of your defense will
be paid by
the Government."
In addition,
a qualifying
statement
is included
on correspondence to veterans
or their
survivors
in the Philippines
regarding
hearings
on appeals
before
BVA. The statement --which
is to be used
for all types of appeals
in the Philippines--is
as follows:
"A hearing
on appeal should not be requested
unless
the claimant
actually
intends
to make a personal
appearance
before
a hearing
agency at Manila.
Any
expense involved
in connection
with a hearing,
including
expenditures
for transportation
to and from
Manila,
lodging,
food, etc.,
may not be borne by
the Government.
Hearings
are-not?&essary.
All
the evidence
of record
including
any statements
or
affidavits
submitted
by the claimant
or in his or
her behalf,
receives
the same thorough
consideration,
whether
or not a hearing
is held.
If a hearing is requested,
appellate
review will
necessarily
be delayed
pending
completion
of arrangements
and
other action
required
in connection
with a personal
appearance."
While we were told the rationale
for the qualification
on
correspondence
regarding
hearings
on appeals
before
WA was to
discourage
Filipinos
from incurring
the inconvenience
and expense
of a hearing
when in fact they had no new information
to present
to VA, an assistant
to the Chairman,
BVA, said that BVA has historically
disagreed
with DVB's use of the qualification.
The BVA
official
noted that although
the statement
did not actively
discourage Filipinos
from requesting
a hearing,
he believed
the
final
sentence,
which specifically
warned of delays
resulting
from the hearing
process,
was questionable
in its impact on the
individual.
While DVB officials
initially
maintained
the qualification
statement
regarding
hearings
on appeals
before
BVA was factual
and did not constitute
a negative
connotation
which could disa DVB official
subsequently
informed
courage hearing
requests,
us that the final
sentence
of the hearing
qualification
is being
deleted.
The official
also noted that a similar
qualification
'
14
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regarding
delays
in the appeals
process
was included
on correspondence to non-Filipinos.
We discussed
the qualification
provided
to
non-Filipinos
with officials
from BVA who explained
that it referred to delays
which could result
from appellant
requests
for information
on the status
of their
appeals,
not from requests
for
personal
hearings.
The EVA officials
also suggested
a change in
the qualification
statement
to non-Filipinos
to clarify
its intent.
While VA has toned down or plans to remove statements
having
a negative
connotation
in letters
notifying
Filipino
veterans
and
their
survivors
bf their
hearing
rights,
we believe:
--VA is not affording
equal treatment
to such Filipinos
through
the continued
use of qualifying
statements
on
correspondence
only to residents
of the Philippines.
--VA's
qualifying
statement
on correspondence
regarding
hearings
on appeals
before
BVA--even
after
the removal
of the last
sentence --carries
a negative
connotation
similar
to the psatscript
used on Mrs. Magno's charge
letter
(and the discontinued
additional
letters)
which
could be misinterpreted
as an attempt
to discourage
an
individual
from exercising
the very valuable
procedural
right
to a hearing.
Accordingly,
statements
"all
afford
one of the

we believe
the practice
of using such qualifying
should be examined in light
of (1) VA's obligation
to
(2) BVA's overall
objections
to
fundamental
fairness,"
and (3) VA's regulations
which state
that
statements,

"The purpose of such a hearing
is to permit
the claimant to introduce
into the record
in person any evidence available
to him which he may consider
material
and any arquments
* * * he may consider
pertinent."
(underscoring
added)
Benefits
are no longer
suspended
without
prior
I
notification
compensation
payments were suspended
Mrs. Ma&o's monthly
(1) without
any prior
notification
and (2) 10 months before
she
was provided
a written
statement
of the charge against
her.
In our sample of 100 forfeiture
cases,
all
individuals
forOf these,
22 were
feited
entitlement
to future
VA benefits.
also receiving
VA benefits
at the time forfeiture
was considered.
In 17 cases, benefits
were suspended without
informing
beneficiaries
that suspension
was imminent
and giving
them a chance to
respond.
In the remaining
five cases, notifications
were sent
while
it
took
an average
In
addition,
15 days before
suspension.
of 4 months from suspension
of benefits
to provide
a statement
of
15

.
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3 of the 22 beneficiaries
12 or more months after

were not provided
the
benefits
were suspended.

'

According
to VA officials,
suspensions
were implemented
quickly
to minimize
overpayments
which are generally
uncollectible
in the Philippines.
However, as a result
of congressio'nal
concern
expressed
over VA's handling
of the de Magno case, VA revised
its
procedures
in April
1981 to require
that
(1) beneficiaries
be provided a notification
of the charge before
benefit
payments are
suspended and (2) benefits
not be suspended until
60 days after
the notification.
Despite
these improvements
the suspension
of benefits
without
notification
was still
permitted
in cases from the Philippines
at
the time of our review.
The following
VA instruction
was specifically
applicable
to Philippine
forfeiture
cases:
"When letters,
anonymous or signed,
are received
alleging
that a payee is not entitled
to the benefit
being paid,
consideration
will
first
be given to the
question
of whether
payment should be interrupted.
"If the letter
contains
specific
assertions
of fact
and not mere generalities
and it appears that the
writer
has knowledge
of the circumstances,
payments
will
be suspended and a field
examination
requested."
This instruction
conflicted
with VA's April
1981 revision
requiring
notification
60 days before
benefits
are suspended.
However,
as a
result
of our discussions
with VA officials
in September
1981,
was revised
thereby
conforming
it to the April
this
instruction
instructions.
Insurance
benefits
were
withheld
without
prior
notification,
but corrective
action has been initiated
The de Maqno case involved
an overpayment
of nearly
$3,000
created
by gratuitous
benefit
payments
from the time of the alleged
To recover
this
overpayfraud until
the suspension
of benefits.
NSLI annuity
payment, VA began withholding
Mrs. Magno's monthly
ments.
However, VA did not notify
Mrs. Magno of this
offset
until
To determine
if this
nearly
3 months after
the withholding
began.
was common practice,
we reviewed
all current
and recently
terminated cases,
for which the files
were available
in MRO, involving
an NSLI offset
against
a debt owed VA.
Of 16 NSLI offset
cases reviewed,
13 were based on a debt
created
as a result
of a fraudulent
act and 3 involved
excessive

16
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I./
While all but 2 of the 16 beneficiaries
had received
one or more collection
letters
prior
to the offset,
we found that
in 13 cams
there was no indication
the beneficiary
had been notified by VA that
insurance
benefits
would be withheld
to offset
the
overpayment.
Tlmsce benaficiaties
first
learned
that their
benefits
were being withheld
after
they failed
to receive
their
monthly
checks.
The failure
to notify
beneficiaries
of the withholding
is due
to the absence of a specific
procedural
requirement
and a misunderstanding
by MB0 of action
taken by the finance
division
at
Because there
is no specific
the Philadelphia
insurance
center.
MRO told
us they assumed the
directive
to notify
beneficiaries,
notification
was provided
by the insurance
center
since it is reOfficials
at the insurance
sponsible
for all
insurance
matters.
that they do not notify
the beneficiary
center
told
us, however,
of the NSLI withholding.
We discussed
the absence of a procedure
to notify
beneficiaries
of offsets
prior
to the actual
withholding
with officials
in
We were told
VA's General
Counsel's
and Controller's
offices.
that,
while
there were as yet no regulations
or procedures
specifiprior
notice
was certainly
imcally
requ.iring
such notification,
plied
in existing
VA policies
and procedures
on overpayments
and
One official
believed
such notification
to be an
collections.
accepted
function
of the collection
process.
In 1980, with enactment
of Public
Law No. 96-466,
2/ beneficiaries
are to be given prior
notification
of offsets.
-The requirement
had been incorporated
into draft
regulations,
and we
were told
that procedures
would likely
be revised
as well,
in
light
of the change in the law.
&/Some VA benefits
are dependent
on need which is related
to the
In these three
cases,
VA found
income of the beneficiary.
social
security
benefits
which caused the beneficiary's
income
to exceed a certain
threshold,
thereby
reducing
the VA benefit
The payment of these benefits
from the time of receipt
payment.
of the social
security
benefits
until
the date of suspension
created
an overpayment.

to preclude
benefit
in part,
Z/Pub.
L. No. 96-466 was enacted,
payments
from being
recouped
from current
or future
benefit
ments without
first
notifying
the debtor
of the indebtedness
also of certain
waiver,
hearing,
and appellate
rights.

overpayand
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improvmentasl

have been made in dealing
with conflictinq
evidence,
mQre needs to be dsne
As a result
016: congressional
concern
expressed
over VA's handling of Mrs. Mag~t~'s forfeiture,
BVA reviewed
the text of all appellate
forfedtureh
decisions
since July 1977.
Based on this
ini13 case files
were
obtained
from HRO for further
tial
review,
review.
l/
In addition,
BVA guidelines
were issued to ensure that
future
azpallatle!
reviews
address the procedural
protections
afforded veterans
or survivors.
These guidelines
include
verifying
that the appellant
was properly
notified
and reviewing
field
In particular,
the revised
examination
reports
for completeness.
BVA guidelines
require
a statement
of the rationale
for accepting
one individual's
statement
over that of another's
conflicting
statement
or over other conflicting
evidence.
We believe
BVA's requirement
for a statement
of the rationale
accepting
some evidence
and dismissing
other
evidence
is necessary for a thorough
examination
of the support
for a forfeiture
decision.
However, DVB's revised
instructions
for Filipino
forDuring our review
feitures
do not include
a similar
requirement.
of sample cases at MRO, we followed
up on six forfeiture
cases-treason--w
hich
contained
information
that
confour fraud and two
flicted
with the evidence
supporting
forfeiture
but no documented
explanation
of why the other
evidence
was not considered
credible.
When we discussed
specific
cases of this
type with the MRO adjudihe was generally
able to explain
his rationale
for
cation
officer,
C&PS forfeiture
However,
discounting
the conflicting
information.
decisions
are made without
the benefit
of documented
rationales
for dismissing
evidence
that conflicts
with the MRO recommendation.
for

In those

found affidavits

cases

where

a forfeiture

on the current

marital

was declared

status

for

fraud,

of widows which

we

conflicted
with testimony
obtained
during
field
examinations.
In
these cases, the files
contained
no documentation
of why the evidence which supported
the -widow's
claim that she was not remarried
was not considered
credible.
We also

evidence

could

not

determine
how VA had evaluated
conflicting
C&PS declared
forfeiture
for treason.
defined
as an act of mutiny,
sabotage,
or rendering
to an enemy of the United
States
or its allies.
VA
state
that membership
in a pro-Japanese
organization

in cases where

Treason is
assistance
procedures

BVA, determined
that 4 of these
L/An assistant
to the Chairman,
13 appellate
forfeiture
decisions
were properly
handled
and
9 were to be reconsidered
by BVA. As of December 1981, one case
one was allowed
prospective
benefits,
and seven were
was upheld,
still
under recommendation.

18
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the U.S. return
was imminent,
on or after
December 7, 1941, until
is sufficient
evidence
to justify
submission
for forfeiture.
We
found affidavits
which showed that claimants
actively
assisted
Filipino
guerrillas
while
members of the pro-Japanese
organization.
The MRO adjudication
officer
said affidavits
stating
that an individual
actively
supported
the guerrillas
were evaluated
and, if
These
not sufficiently
persuasive,
forfeiture
was recommended.
evaluations,
however,
were
not documented
in the case files
we
examined.

a statement
of
We concur with the BVA requirement
to provide
the rationale
for accepting
some evidence
and dismissing
other
We believe
that CXPS
ars part
of its decision
process.
evidence
be based on a similar
requiredecisions
should,
where applicable,
decisions
made by CXPS without
knowment.
In our view, forfeiture
ing what rationals
MRO used to discount
conflicting
testimonial
evidence
contained
in the case files
does not meet the obligation
to Filipino
veterans
or their
to afford
"all
fundamental
fairness"
survivors.
Forfeiture
decisions
without
an independent
review
of the evidence

can

be made

C&PS is responsible
for making forfeiture
decisions
based on
an independent
review of the case file
evidence
associated
with an
procedure
However, VA has a current
MRO forfeiture
recommendation.
whereby MRO case files
need not be submitted
to C&PS for consideraThe authority
for
tion
in making certain
forfeiture
decisions.
this procedure
is contained
in a December 9, 1975, memorandum from
C&PS, to the Director,
MRO, as follows:
the Director,
"When a widow who has applied
for restoration
of benefits
under PL 91-376 &/ submits
either
false
testimony
or other
false
evidence,
submission
for
forfeiture
will
be considered.
The folder
will
no
longer
be transferred
to Central
Office
[C&PSI
following
the preparation
of an administrative
decision and the usual notice
of charges
to the claimant.
a letter
to the claimant
and a Forfeiture
Instead,
The
Decision
will
be prepared
in Manila
* * *.
in original
and 4 copies,
will
letter
and decision,
be sent with a copy of the Administrative
Decision
[MRO recommendation]
to the Director,
Compensation
and Pension Service * * *.'I
in
&/Pub. L. No. 91-376 was enacted
widow to qualify
-for VA eligibility
marital
relationship
entered
into

1970 and allowed
a veteran's
if she terminated
any
after
the veteran's
death.
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According
to the MRO adjudication
officer,
this procedure
was
approved
because of the large number of fraudulent
claims
under
Be said the law resulted
in an influx
of
Public
Law No. 91-3176.
4,000 to 5,000 claims
and estimated
that as many as 300 individuals
were forfeited
under this procedure.
In those

cas'es where

this

procedure

was followed,

the

Filipinos

affactad
were mt afforded
equal treatment,
because
forfeiture
had berm made in the absence of an independent
CXPS
We believe
this
review of the evidence
supporting
the decision.
instruction
should be revised.

CONCLUSIONS
VA, in making forfeiture
decisions,
has not
In the past,
"all
fundamental
fairness"
to
Filipino
consistently
afforded
veterans
and their
survivors
residing
in the Philippines.
The timeliness
of forfeiture
decisions
has significantly
imas a resuIt
of the de Maqno Federal
Court case,
proved.
Further,
congressional
concern over VA's handling
of Mrs. Magna's forfeiand our discussions
with VA officials,
ture,
recent
legislation,
VA has revised
or is revising
procedures
which,
if properly
implemented,
should improve the treatment
of Filipino
veterans
and their
more needs to be
However,
survivors
residing
in the Philippines.
done to meet VA's obligation
of "all
fundamental
fairness“
because
the following
exceptional
treatment
continues
in the Philippines:
--Permitting
dependent

certain
forfeiture
decisions
without
C&PS review of case file
evidence.

--Dismissing
conflicting
testimonial
of an MRO forfeiture
recommendation
rationale
for such dismissal.
--Using
qualifications
on correspondence
hearing
rights
and statements
having
relating
to appellate
hearing
rights

evidence
without

an in-

not in support
documenting
the

relating
to personal
a negative
connotation
before
BVA.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE ADMINISTRATOR
OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

To improve the nature and extent
to which Filipino
veterans
and their
survivors
residing
in the Philippines
are afforded
we recommend that the Administrator
instruct
fundamental
fairness,
the Chief Benefits
Director
to revise
procedures
to
--eliminate
the provision
permitting
certain
forfeiture
decisions
without
providing
case file
evidence
to C&PS
for an independent
review and
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documenting the rationale
for dismiss'ing
conflicting testimonial
evidence not in support of an MROforfeiture recowwndation.

--include

We also reowmwnd that the Administrator
instruct
the Chief
in consultation
with VA's General
Benefits
Director
to determine,
fairness
of qualifying
corCounserl, the need for and fundamental
respondence
@r8nlyto Filipino
veterans and their
survivors
resFding
in the Philippineas
giving consideration
to
--BVA's objections
ing an individual

to the qualifying
statement
of appellate
hearing rights

--the equity in using any qualifying
to forfeiture
haaring rights.

statements

used in notify-,
and
pertaining

ENCLOSURE II
--B
off ICC0:

GeneralCounstl
In Reply
Refer to:

Robert

IE. Coy, Esq.
General
Counsel
Veterans
Administration

Acting

Dear Mr.

Coy:

Pursuant
to a congressional
request,
our Office
is
reviewing
the proceas
and procedures
by which the Veterans
Administration
(VA) renders
so-called
forfeiture
decisions
under 38 U.Li.C* 83503.
Our init'ial
efforts
on this
review
have raised
several
questions
regarding
the nature
and extent
of procedural.
due proems
afforded
to Filippino
beneficiaries
by the Mamilan Regional
Office
(MRO). We have general3.y
discussed our questions
with VA officials
in the MRO, Board of
Veterans'
of General
Counsel,
and CompenAppeal
(BVA), Office
sation
and Pension
Services
(C 6 PI.
We wish, however,
to
obtain
the formal
agency position
on the issues
raised.
Our audit
staff
has preliminarily
identified
some VA
procedures
and/or
practices,
relative
to forfeiture,
which
could be viewed as adversely
tipacting
upon the due process
rights
of the beneficiaries.
Thus, we would like
your analysis of whether,
and if so to what extent,
the following
agency.
procedures
are legally
appropriate:
--the

current
procedure
authorizing
sion of benefit
payments before
decision
is made by C & P.

the interim
suspena final
forfeiture

--the
prior
MRO practice
of notifying
a Filippino
that
"3Cf you have no new evidence to present
either
written
or by witnesses,
a hearing
will
serve no useful
purpose.
You may submit written
statements
which will
be given
the same weight
as if given at a hearing."
lengthy
time
lapses,
sometimes exceeding
2 years
between the suspension
of a beneficiary's
in the past,
the, notification
of the charge
by MRO, and
payments,
the actual
forfeiture
decision
by C & P.

--the?

--the
absence Q$! a current
procedure
or practice
notify
Filippino
beneficiaries
that VA's final
. istrative
action
is subject
to review by U.S.
when insurance
benefits
are withheld
and used
set overpayments
of gratuitous
benefits,
22
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Finally,
please
provide
a statemen+ af the VA position
on whether,, if any of the above practices;are:considered
inappropriate,
correctivgiaction
is warranted.
If so, please
provide
the VA position
on what the action
should consist
of and how it ecmld be achieved.
For example, would there
be a baais for reopening
closed case files
for review?
If
please
provide
the
corrective
action
is not warranted,
rationale.
To insure
timely
completion
appreciate
your response
within
cooperation.

of our review,
we would
15 days.
Thank you for your
Sincerely

yours,

; .*gpy
Henry R. Wray
'Assistant

.
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Mr. Henry R. Wiay

Assistant

&mesaZ Counsel

Stateas General

United

Accoumtlw
441 G

O$Tkce

Street,

Washington,

*

M.W.

D.C.

20548

Dear Hr. Wray:
!rhls 1s in rt?sgdnse to your May 1, 1901 request for lrlformat3.on
'concerning VA forfefture
procedures, . a matter currently
under
. '
GAOreview,.
You first
asked
whether the current VA practice,
authorized
C.F.R. 6 3.669(a),
of auspendlns benefit payments upon
referral
of a case to VA Central Office for a "final"
If your question is
decision, is nleE;ally approprlat4zQ
whether It would w%thstand a 5th amendment challenge, our
predlctlon
is that it would, although we concede this Is not
a settled questfon\
Sfnce VA forfeitures
are; by law (38 U.S.C. 5 3503(d)),
currently restricted
to clalma
arlslmg outside the territorial
the first
phase of the analysis would require
United States,
a determlnatlon
aa to the standins of a foreign
natlonal to
In connection
invoke the protect%ons of the U.S. Constitution
wlth a cla3m for gratuitous
(noncontractual.)
VA benefits.
It is, after
dll, not the constitution
of the world but that
of the United States.
by 38

na court decislork
precisely .in point, I.e.,
nonreeldent
allens
Iln the I;ratultouzs benefit
the courts have held
HCMWeF, w[t]radLtlonally
context.
that the United States Constitution
only operates within
Reyes v. Secretary of HEW,
our territorldl
boundaries."
See p;enerally,
476 F.2d 9X0, 91.5 n,8 (D-C. Clr. 1973).
3 Am, Jur.
2d Al.iens and Citfzens,
si 6
While it is clear that until July 4, 19
ipplnes became 3 sovereign natlo&
thei enjoyed the protections of'tho
U.SI Constitution
[(In re 68 Filipino
War
406 F. Supp. 931 (14-D. Cal. 1975)j,
it.has also
Veterans,
We have
involving

found

24
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been held; t&at no aspeclal a'tatus has ex%sted,sA,nce that
time by oirtue 0r Itf)lcu hiatorlcal
relatlonahkp
and troatreaLdIng in the
les titb the Ilnltsrd S;tates; Filipinos
Fhllippfncs
haos no preikrred
constltutlonal
status vlaa-vls other nonresident
aliena.
Rabanx v. Boyd, 353 U.S.
427

(195TL

Different
cona%derations come Into play when nonresident
allens have property situated
within the United Statea,
at which time "they may well be entitled
to due process
proteotion.m
Ffizcr,
kc. v, Lard, 522 P.2d 612, 6x9 (8th
Cir. 1975) (I 'tzoYeveF, where thy only property intereat
Is
In ktotlpt
ai a gratu.%tous benefit payment, we would expect
a court to turn l=#othe often-employed
touchstone of whether
thepe ti phyblcreil presence wlthln Urns. territorial
boundaries,
Johmon v- Ekaantragsr,
339 LS. 763 (1950); see Ralph0 vm
E&31, 559 Fa2d 607 618 a65 (DAL Cir. 1977);De Tenorlo
v. McGowan, 510 F,id 92 (5th Cir. 1975).
(You are, no
doubt, aware that this question wa8 not reached In the II&.
Clrcult.Court
declsfon which prompted Senator Cranston9
Inquiry to you concerning VA forfeiture
decisions.)
Even lf, arguendo, the conatltutlon
would be held to afford
protections
to nonresident
aliens contesting
entitlement
to
VA beneffts,
we conlerlder it probable that the cucrent VA
practice of suapenslon
in suspected fraud ca8es would paas
,
muster.
I)lue processAs-a
13exlble concept-which calls tor such
procedural protections
as the partictiar
slltuatlon
demands.
Morrissoy va Brewer, 408 U.S:471,
481 (1972).
The constitutllona& sufficiency
of admlnlstrative
procedures 3.a determLneU by balancing the governmental and-private
interests
afmcteu.
Cafeteria
Uorkers vI McElroy, 367 U.S. 886, 895
(1961).
Because running monthly awasds of: VA beneflta are -forfeited
effective
the day preceding the date of the fraudulent
act
(38 C.P.R. 5 3.500(k),
based upon 38 U.S.C. $5 3503(a),
3ceL2(a)), as a practlcaf
matter an overpayment has vlrtual.ly
&wags occurred by the time fraud Is discovered.
Fraud fn
the Phlllpplnes
in connect%on tith VA beneflts.clains
is a
serious problem, .as was underscored in GAO report ~~~78-26
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(Janur~ry 28, 1978).
Further,
ft lia eaaentlal
that overpayments there be tin&aired,
mince, as wan re4mgnbeed In that
report,
collectkon
ifi 1irzlFeaaible. !Phem real dang;ers to-the
Federal fist
oonetWute,am lmportant interest
against
which
the current practict
must be viened.
The recommtndatfona by t'he Manila Regkonal CXEiee for referral to VA CentraIL Wfioe fdr a forrel$ure
detemafnatfon
orlglnate
with a trained adjudicator
and require t&e concurrence of a supemlaory
"authorizer"
and the AdjudEcation
_
!Fhfme hsterminatfons
follow deve3iopment of aXl
orricer.
pertlxllent
evidence, through correspondence or, if necessary,
Thus,
only
after
it
ier apparent,
in
f leld lnvesl;igekt~onl
the judgment
of rt least 3 experienced lndI.vZdualsl, that 8
and benefits
fraud haa been committed, Is the case referred
suspended.
ft la critical
to an understanding
of the
' valldltg
of these lnltlal
determl.nat$orzrs to knou that ln a
very large percentage of referred
casea, iorfeiturea
are
declared, and of these there are few reversals by the Board
Hence, suepension at.the tirere of
of Veterans Agp”eals,
referral
prearervee; undeserved Government dollars which
would othemlae
be pald to persons who have committed fraud.
upon balancing all lntereata
afrccted,
that the
We belileve,
ConatltuM.on would n#ot require VA to create larger ovekpayments by delaying the susgension of benef%ta until the
second (Central Oftlce) dtteminatlon.
We do not conaider the current practices
to be elther controlled by the 5th amendment or deflclent
when meaaured .
We do, however, as an agency with a benevolent
against lt.
to afford our beneflcfarmission, acknouIedge an obllgatlon
XII March of this year the
&es &kl.1fundamental fairness.
Ch1e.f Benerits Director
issued Instructions
to provide that
claImanta suspected of commfttlng Waud will be afforded
notlce
and a rea8onab3.e tfme (60 days) In which to submit
evidence in rebuttal,
and notifled.'of
the right to a personal hearing,
prior
t0 referral
of a case to Central. Office.
Any declaim
to refer the case to Central Office till
be
that adduced at
deferred
until
all such evidence, Including
(These instructions
are
any rtquestxd hearing, is analyzed.
currently
being prepared for fnclusion
in a Department of
Veteran8 Benerlts manual.)
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Your second inquiry inwolves a typed postscript
which MBI
for a time a&WI to I&e %harge 1ettemP
at the Regional
!Ehia addition
WI&PIintended to d3npel
Qrtioe
Am laatixa.
cotiuslon
which had arisen among some PlJ.iplnole, who mlaunderstood th& @rfl’erkng 0f.a right to a hearing as either
denot3.q rmpzfredr a%tendance or at least suggeatlng that 2.t
would be In their lnterest
to attend (regardless
of whether
they had new ewkdence to aubtit).
It was found that many
and entered appearances unnecclaimants rcrqueated bearfnp
essiarlly at @oasEderablo personal expense and inconvenience.
When the langsa&e chomm to rect%fy the problem -was brought
to t&m CUei?EJ;mefltar Director%
attention,
a decision was
made that, An vleu ai its potential
chil.llLng effect,
it
should no longer be used. A substituted
phrase, which
makes clear that VA doea not require a hearfor Its
determlnatlon
and is not authqrlzed
to reimburse for travel
expenses, is now in use.
We do not; consider any confusion resulting
from the discontLtlued la;ngua&e (and we have no empirical
knowledge that any
did) to have been a result of a breach otT VA regulations
regarding
of hearings.
. the availability
We are advised by the Compensation and Pension Service that
the sometImes lengthy delays in adJudicatlon
of forfeiture
caatn which occurred %n the mid-19701a, (as a result
of an
Anflux of cases for review following
enactment of section 4
of Pub. L. IJo. 91-376) is now a thing of tbe past.
Determlnations are now made In Central Office within a very few
months of zecelpt.
Eecause beneflta
are under suspension
unt3,l.a favorable decision I,a made, the VA does aclmowl.edge
fashion, and is
an obllgatifon
to complete review in a timely
cowtted
to this end.
I: am surprised at your final question regarding legal sufflclency , wblch appears to be whether VA has an oblfgatlon
who have forfeited
entitlement,
to tell
certain claimants,
there is no such
that they can sue am. Most assuredI&
obllgatlon.
I: have fn&ated
where VA procedures have been modlfled to
130 "correc tlve
the concerna raised in your letter.
actlon,w such as reopening previously
considered cases, is
warranted.
as no valid purpose would be served by ~a doing,
For example, in cases finally
decllderd, either
(1) forfelture
address
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deaLwed Smd not over+tumeU by the Board of Veterans
Appt%h, $88which C%aQt tht PFIQF m~!~pens~ianwaa of benefitet
not dcaemed, or, (2) n;o forfeiture
w&8 declared (ax@the
Board overturned
such a daclarat%on),
in which case alI
withheld benefits
wem refuiided.
Even 2.f a claf%xubtntwere
%hllledn
by the prior cEEa;rgel.Wztera into declining
to
request a hear%&
that would mt hrtve affected the right to
.a fuill hearing orn rtpparal at the Hani3.a office.
See 38 C.F.R.
haa beer%

$9

l9.lO9

et

I: hope that

seq.

the foregaing

SlCncerely youra,

ROBERTE. COY

Act&g

General Counsel

proves helpful,

